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Abstract. In the present study, deformation behavior upon two-step loading in a rolled AZ31 Mg alloy sheet was investigated. The experimental procedure was as follows: (1) a sheet was subjected to in-plane compression, (2) small samples were cut from the compressed sheet along various directions, and (3) uniaxial tension was imparted to small samples. The angle between the first and second loading directions was set to either 0, 30, 60, or 90°. During the second loading, a strong in-plane anisotropy occurred in the stress-strain curve: a sigmoidal curve occurred during the second loading for the angles of 0 and 30°, while it did not arise for the angles of 60 and 90°. From microstructural observations, it was presumed that the aforementioned results could be explained in terms of the activity of detwinning.

Introduction

Because of the increasing demand for use of lightweight materials in various industries including automobile and electrical devices, Magnesium (hereafter Mg) alloys are drawing a lot of attention [1]. Applications of Mg alloys can now be found in various components, such as the housing of laptop computers and cellular phones, and automobile components. On the other hand, the number of applications of Mg alloy sheets to structural components is still small. One of the reasons is that at room temperature rolled Mg alloy sheets show strong anisotropic deformation behavior. For instance, the work-hardening behavior is notably different between tension and compression [2] and depending on a biaxial stress state [3]. The stress-strain curve upon unloading is also different between tension and compression [4]. Moreover, the formability of the sheets at room temperature is much worse than the conventional metal sheets [5]. The above characteristic deformation behavior occurs because a strong basal texture is generally developed in rolled Mg alloy sheets owing to their hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structure and the activities of twinning and detwinning play an important role in the deformation behavior. The deformation behavior of Mg alloy sheets has been extensively investigated by researchers both experimentally [6] and numerically [7].

During sheet metal forming, the sheet is often subjected to complicated loading paths such as reverse loading and multiple-step loading where the loading direction is different among the steps. Recently the deformation behavior under cyclic loading including reverse loading has been studied widely in Mg alloy sheets [8] and the effect of twinning and detwinning activities on the work-hardening behavior has been investigated [9]. On the other hand, the deformation behavior under multiple-step loading has been studied scarcely in Mg alloy sheets [10]. It is expected that the work-hardening behavior would also be different notably depending the angle among the loading steps, but it is not understood yet.
The present study aims at investigating the deformation behavior in a rolled AZ31B Mg alloy sheet under two-step loading where compression and tension are imparted respectively in the first and second loadings. The deformation mechanism is examined focusing on the effect of twinning and detwinning activities.

**Experimental Procedure**

A commercially rolled AZ31B Mg sheet (Mg-3%Al, 1%Zn, Osaka Fuji Corporation) with 1.0 mm thickness was used. The sample was annealed for 1.5 hours at 350 °C before the experiment was conducted. The mechanical properties of the annealed sample are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$E$</th>
<th>$\sigma_T$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{0.2}$</th>
<th>$r_{10%}$</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[GPa]</td>
<td>[MPa]</td>
<td>[MPa]</td>
<td>[MPa]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[MPa]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The logarithmic strain-true stress curve was approximated using the equation $\sigma = F \varepsilon^n$.

Two-step loading tests were conducted as follows. In the first loading, in-plane compression was imparted to a large sample along the rolling direction (hereafter RD). Small samples were then cut using wire electric discharge machining from the compressed large sample along various angles. Thereafter, in-plane tension was applied to the small samples in the second loading. The schematic diagrams of the experiment and the geometries of the large and small samples are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The detailed experimental procedures are described in the following.

During the first loading, the sample was compressed to strains of approximately -3 % or -6 %. In order to eliminate occurrence of buckling during compression, comb-shaped tools were used to give compressive forces in the thickness direction of the sample [11]. The schematic diagrams of the experimental setup and the comb-shape tools are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The compressive force in the thickness direction was given by a hydraulic pump and was set to approximately 26 kN, which was equivalent to approximately 0.83 % of the 0.2 % proof stress of the sample. Mineral hydraulic oil with a kinematic viscosity of 32 cSt at 40 °C was used as lubricant to reduce the friction between the comb-shaped tools and the sample.

After the first loading, small samples were machined from the pre-compressed sample along four different angles from the RD, $\theta = 0$, 30, 60, and 90°. The small sample was then subjected to uniaxial tension to a strain of approximately 10 % in the second loading.

In both first and second loadings, the tests were performed at an initial strain rate of $6.67 \times 10^{-4}$/s at room temperature. A strain gauge (Kyowa Electronic Instruments, KFEM series) was used to measure strains. The experimental data were recorded approximately every 10 ms during the tests.
After the two-step loading test, microstructures of the deformed samples were observed on the planes perpendicular to the RD using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) or an optical microscope. The twin area ratio, $R_{\text{twin}}$, was used to investigate the activity of twinning and it is given in the form [12]

$$R_{\text{twin}} = \frac{S_{\text{twin}}}{S} \times 100, \quad (%)$$

(1)

where $S_{\text{twin}}$ is the area of all presenting twins and $S$ is the whole area of the microstructures observed. The twin area ratio was estimated by image analysis [12] using the free available software Image J.

**Results and Discussion**

**Experimental Results.** The stress-strain curves obtained from the second loading are depicted in Fig. 5. The stress-strain curves show a notable difference depending on the angle $\theta$. The yield stress increases with the increase in the angle $\theta$. A sigmoidal shape is exhibited for $\theta = 0$ and $30^\circ$, while it hardly occurs for $\theta = 60$ and $90^\circ$. These qualitative characteristics are independent of the amount of pre-strain, but the plateau regions observed in the sigmoidal shape become large as the pre-strain increases. The above results describe that the compressive pre-strain yields the strong in-plane anisotropy.

Fig. 6 presents the $r$-values measured after the second loading. For reference, the results of the original sample, i.e. the sample without pre-strain, are also displayed. The $r$-value is different depending on the angle $\theta$ and the tendency in the change is almost independent of the samples. On the other hand, the $r$-values tend to become small as the pre-strain increases. The difference in $r$-value is

![Figure 3: Schematic diagram of experimental setup](image)

![Figure 4: Schematic diagram of comb-shaped tools](image)

![Figure 5: Stress-strain curves upon second loading with pre-strains of (a) -3 % and (b) -6 %](image)
noticeable between the samples without pre-strain and with a pre-strain of -3 %, whereas it is less pronounced between the samples with pre-strains of -3 % and -6 %.

**Discussion.** It is established that rolled Mg alloy sheets exhibit a monotonic increasing tendency in the stress-strain curve under monotonic tension, whereas it depicts a sigmoidal stress-strain curve under compression followed by tension [2], which corresponds to the case of $\theta = 0^\circ$ in the present study. The mechanism that induces the difference in the stress-strain curves between monotonic tension and compression followed by tension can be explained as follows [13]. The deformation under tension following compression is primarily governed by the activities of detwinning and nonbasal slip in the initial and latter stages, respectively; thus, the change of active deformation mode eventually yields the sigmoidal curve. On the other hand, the deformation under monotonic tension was primarily governed by the activity of prismatic slip throughout the process, yielding the monotonic increasing tendency. This result describes that the difference in the stress-strain curves can be explained in terms of the activity of detwinning.

Because similar differences in stress-strain curves as those mentioned above are observed depending on the angle in the present results, the observed results are examined focusing on the activity of detwinning. In the following, the results of the samples with a pre-strain of -6 % are used. Fig. 7 shows the (0001) pole figures measured using EBSD. It should be noted that most of twinning observed were $\{10\overline{1} 2\}$ twinning. The initial pole figure exhibits a strong basal texture. When the compressive strain was imparted in the first loading, strong peaks occurred in the RD, showing that twinning was activated [2]. After the second loading, the peaks in the RD disappeared in case of $\theta = 0^\circ$, exhibiting that detwinning was activated. Conversely, the peaks remained in case of $\theta = 90^\circ$. Clearly, the activity of detwinning would be larger for the sample with $\theta = 0^\circ$ than $\theta = 90^\circ$.

To investigate the activity of detwinning more in detail, twin area ratios were measured using an optical microscope. Fig. 8 shows the twin area ratios and examples of the microstructures. The twin

---

**Figure 6:** Relationship between angle $\theta$ and $r$-value

**Figure 7:** (0001) pole figures. (a) Original, (b) after first loading, (c) after second loading with $\theta = 0^\circ$, and (d) after second loading with $\theta = 90^\circ$. TD denotes transverse direction
area ratio after the first loading was approximately 37.0%. The detwinning activity during the second loading can be estimated from the change in the twin area ratio from this value. In case of $\theta = 0^\circ$, the ratios after the second loading was approximately 6.9%, indicating that the twin area ratio decreased because of the detwinning activity was approximately 30.1%. The amount of decrease in twin area ratio during the second loading became small as the angle became large, and that in case of $\theta = 90^\circ$ was approximately 7.1%. This result displays that detwinning became less active as the angle became large, consistent with the tendency observed in the (0001) pole figures. The aforementioned microstructure observations indicate that the sigmoidal shape occurred for $\theta = 0$ and 30° because of the large activity of detwinning, whereas it did not occur for $\theta = 60$ and 90° because the activity of detwinning was very small.

Similarly, the mechanism that the $r$-values decrease as the pre-strain increases can also be explained from the detwinning activity. It is understood that in rolled Mg alloy sheets shear strain induced by $\{10 \overline{1} 2\}$ twinning affects notably the thickness strain owing to the basal texture. Recently, Steglich et al. [14] reported that an $r$-value for a rolled Mg alloy sheet was much smaller under compression than under tension, exhibiting that twinning affected the $r$-value notably. It is presumed that similar discussion is applicable to detwinning: thickness strain increases because of the detwinning activity and as a result the $r$-value decreases upon tension following compression. The $r$-values for the sample with pre-strain of -6% was smaller than those for the sample with pre-strain of -3% would be because the detwinning activity was larger in the sample with pre-strain of -6% than that with pre-strain of -3% owing to larger amount of twinning activity during the first loading.

It is needless to say that factors other than twinning and detwinning, such as slip activity and texture, should also affect in the deformation upon two-step loading. For instance, the yield stress during the second loading is notably different depending on the angles as shown in Fig. 5. This fact cannot be explained solely from detwinning but the effect of slip activity should be taken into consideration. Moreover, not only detwinning but also other factors including the initial anisotropy and texture should affect the $r$-values after the second loading. Further detailed analyses on other factors are to be conducted both experimentally and numerically in our future work. Moreover, it is established that the activity of twinning and detwinning would become small as the temperature increases: thus, the results should be different depending on the temperature. Because the experiments were conducted only at room temperature in the present study, the effect of temperature on the work-hardening behavior during two-stage loading should be investigated separately.

Figure 8: Evolution of twin area ratio
Conclusion

Deformation behavior upon two-step loading in a rolled AZ31 magnesium alloy sheet was investigated at room temperature. Uniaxial compression was imparted in the first loading, while the compressed sample was subjected to uniaxial tension along various directions in the second loading. A sigmoidal curve occurred during the second loading when the angle between the first and second loading directions was small, while it did not arise when the angle was large. This result exhibited that the stress-strain curve presented a strong anisotropy. It was also found that $r$-value became small as the compressive strain became large. Microstructural observations depicted that the aforementioned results could be explained in terms of the detwinning activity during the second loading.
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